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It is proposed to work at Parque Alcosa; a dormitory suburb located 8km away from the city of Valencia in a marginalized area such as Alfafar. Raised in a 
working class neighborhood during the sixties, age has taken over it. Nowadays about 10,000 people live there among which a high level of them are 
immigrants and seniors. Now, how to regenerate and densify this place meeting their needs?

TheThe municipality of Alfafar is mostly occupied by the Natural Park of L’Albufera, a coastal freshwater lagoon surrounded by rice fields, which is  loosing grounds 
in favour of the crops. We know the existence of a draft Central Park proposal which develops and exit from the city to the surroundings through a green axis 
produced by the excavation of the subway. The current economic situation has suspended this plan indefinitely so I propose the reuse of the profiles of the 
current railway for the transformation of the train into a train-tram, reducing costs significantly while solving simultaneously the communication problems. Next 
to this new communicating axis linear park that accompanies the to this new communicating axis linear park that accompanies the railways in all its way, larger attached green bags emerge from the abandoned plots.

There are several ways to achieve densification of degraded area, but a park can revitalize the neighborhood and rise the quality of life for residents making the 
environment more attractive. The opening to a nearby park will be a powerful source for the increase of flow of people, improving connections with the city and 
having a space to evade and enjoy. With this, new opportunity areas are detected which will be able to generate long-term potential change in the city.

Stormwater parks are areas of   flood control and water supply which propose an environmental restoration using a system of subsurface flows, ie, the water 
collected from the rain flows through the surface or by ducts to reach the wetlands where existing microorganisms carry out a purification treatment before 
redirecting water into rivers, lakes, fountains… Valencia is a very dry area unprepared for storms so when they arrive the city floods very easily. This remodeling 
of infrastructure also affects the surrounding space which becomes a playground for unifying population with nature. The introduction of a system of collection 
andand reuse of water establishes a low maintenance park as it manages to generate a highly independent ecosystem. The landscape is the one that defines the 
project, where paths go and where water is stored. That is why the topography is a defining element of my project since it classifies each feature and function.

The park sinks three meters in respect to the city ground level to encourage the movement of water to its center and slightly isolate its environment from the 
urban surroundings. It is divided into areas that organize into a variety of activities: lavender fields, track field, skating and hockey rinks, soccer and basketball 
fields with stands, marshlands, wetlands, natural dunes, pine forests, playgrounds, tram, cafeteria, research center of nature, orchard … All together evolving 
around the gardens and paths.
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1_ Solid plywood beam    130 x 10 x 3 cm

2_ LED recessed orientation luminaire

3_ Aluminum duct containing wires

4_ Batten plywood    300 x 10 x 3 cm

5_ Wooden beam with trapezoidal section    30 cm

6_ Stainless steel screwed joint to wood and anchored to concrete

7_ Edge wooden beam with slotted section

8_ Central wooden beam with square section   15 x 15 cm

9_ Concrete pillar   HA-25 Ø40 cm

10_ Head buried srew

Skywalk 
Cross section and longitudinal view    scale 1/25
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